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Distortions based on total row delay and exposure period

Rolling Shutter Phenomenon

Illustration

Exposure time

Sensors start exposuring row by row sequentially

Top row

Camera motion during exposure period causes unique distortions
Bottom row

Classical problems need novel approaches

Change Detection
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Total row delay

Rolling shutter effect

Super-resolution

Regd

Register a reference undistorted image with the given rolling shutter and motion blur
distorted image detecting changes between the two images simultaneously.
Optimization Problem

Adaptive Camera Pose Search Space

Employ L1 norm for row-wise warp estimation
and change detection to promote sparsity

Search only around the centroid of the motion
estimate of the neighboring row
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Single-image Rectification
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Combined basis of
warps and changes

Change coefficients
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Image formation model

Camera Motion Estimation

Static and moving camera

Row-wise camera pose estimation with respect
to low resolution images using adaptive local
neighbourhood search

Correct rolling shutter distortions from only a single image. Assume urban scenes.
The correct motion trajectory
will transform curves to lines
on inverse warping

Model smooth polynomial camera
trajectory with respect to row index

Any other motion estimate will
result in curve residual, i.e.
non-zero line cost
Original curve
Rectified curve
Least squares fit line

Line cost

Full pose space
Nonzero poses for i

Global motion blur

RS

Produce a super-resolved image without any rolling shutter distortions given
rolling shutter distorted low-resolution images without motion blur. Assume one
undistorted low-resolution reference image.

Warp coefficients

Rolling shutter effect
and motion blur
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Centroid pose for i th row
Pose search space for i+1 th row

Geometric ambiguities

Optimization Problem
Estimate polynomial coefficients of rotations that
result in minimum line cost subject to desirability
constraints

Angle cost
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Line cost
1. Actual low resolution sensor plane
2. Virtual high resolution sensor plane
3. Scene plane

Latent undistorted high resolution image
estimation with Laplacian prior

Image Estimation

Length cost

Angle cost
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LR patch upscaled by 2

Reference image

Rolling shutter and
motion blur image

Registered image

Detected changes

HR patch
Input low resolution images
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